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ABSTRACT.– The name Chitra burmanica, as given to Myanmar Chitra by Kittipong

Jaruthanin (2002: 32), is evaluated in light of the application of the fourth edition (1999) of

the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN). According to our analysis,

the name Chitra burmanica is a nomen nudum, and thus unavailable.
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INTRODUCTION

On 7 November, 2001, K. Jaruthanin and part of

a group of over forty ichthyology colleagues vis-

ited a local market in Mae Sot, Tak Province,

north-western Thailand, where he met with

friends known to import fresh seafood and fish

from Myanmar. Here, he observed several spe-

cies of turtles, including softshell specimens re-

ferable to the genus Chitra Gray, 1844

(Jaruthanin, 2002: 32). A colour photo with the

caption “Myanmar Chitra” (manlaï Phama) ac-

companies the article translated below as photo

number 7 on p. 40, but no reference is made to

this photo in the text. The Thai to English transla-

tion of the pertinent section of Jaruthanin (2002)

is as follows [note we have bracketed our com-

ments, and italicized the Thai vernacular names]:

“…. Besides the fresh prawns, crabs and fish,

there were live hardshell and softshell turtles

which were all very interesting. We encountered

tao dao Phama (BURMESE STAR TOR TOISE

[sic]; Geoehelone [sic] platynota); tao nok young

(PEACOCK TURTLE; Morenia ocelata [sic]);

tao pulu (BIGHEAD TURTLE; Platysternon

megacephalum vogeli) and also two species of

taphab nam [softshell turtles]: taphab hab

phama (BOX SOFT SHELL TURTLE;

Lysemys [sic] scutata) and taphab manlaï

Phama (BURMESE GIANT SOFT SHELL

TURTLE; Chitra sp.). The taphab manlaï [=

Chitra sp.] came from Myanmar; it is a taphab [=

soft shell turtle] which has unique characters. It

was not possible to directly identify this species

with certainty because it seems to be between

manlaï India (Chitra indica) and the manlaï spe-

cies of Thailand and Malaysia (Chitra chitra).

These intermediate characters can qualify manlaï

Phama [Myanmar Chitra] as a new distinct spe-

cies, for which the most convenient scientific

name should be Chitra burmanica. But then
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again, this might invalidate the differences sepa-

rating the species manlaï India and manlaï Thai

[i.e., C. indica & C. chitra] and would thus make

them all only one and the same animal species

known formerly as Chitra indica …..”.

COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION

Our interest is to evaluate objectively the avail-

ability of the name Chitra burmanica as used by

Jaruthanin (2002: 32), in light of the specific

rules set down in the fourth edition of the Code

(ICZN, 1999). Five critical sections of the Code

are pertinent to our discussions:

(1) Article 13.1 clearly states as a “require-

ment” that to be available a name published after

1930 must either “be accompanied by a descrip-

tion or definition that states in words characters

that are purported to differentiate the taxon” (Ar-

ticle 13.1.1), or “be accompanied by a biblio-

graphic reference to such a published statement”

(Article 13.1.2). Jaruthanin (2002: 32) does not

provide a description in words to distinguish

Chitra burmanica from other taxa, nor did he in-

clude a specific bibliographic reference giving

such a published description. We consider the

term “intermediate” to be unacceptable as a “de-

scription or definition”, because it gives no ob-

jective information about characters to identify

C. burmanica.

(2) Article 13.6.1 under “Exclusions” (from

availability) states that “A name proposed after

1930 cannot be made available by the methods of

“indication” listed in Article …. 12.2.7.” There-

fore, the illustration of Chitra burmanica, pub-

lished in 2002, cannot be considered as an

“indication” in the sense of Article 12.2.7, and

thus does not make Jaruthanin’s name available.

(3) Article 15.1 concerning “Conditional pro-

posal” states that “A new name or nomenclatural

act proposed conditionally and published after

1960 is not thereby made available”. In the case

of Jaruthanin (2002: 32), the proposal of the

name Chitra burmanica for Myanmar Chitra is

essentially conditional. The author states that the

Myanmar form appears “intermediate” with re-

gard to Chitra indica (Gray, 1831) and Chitra

chitra "(=Nutphand)", 1986, and that all three

forms may represent one species (thereby condi-

tionally stating that the valid name of the

Myanmar taxon could be C. indica). Thus, in

Jaruthanin (2002) the species name Chitra

burmanica would only be available on the condi-

tion that Myanmar Chitra are not really C. indica,

which the author did not establish.

(4) Article 16.4 states “Every new specific ….

name published after 1999, …. must be accom-

panied in the original publication by the explicit

[not implied] fixation of a holotype, or syntypes,

for the nominal taxon” (Article 16.4.1). This re-

quirement is also specified in Article 72.3: “A

proposal of a new nominal species-group taxon

after 1999 …. must include the fixation of a

holotype …. or syntypes ….”. Jaruthanin did not

explicitly fix a holotype by original designation

(according to Article 73.1.1). He further compli-

cates the question of availability of his new name

by mentioning an undefined plural number of

specimens examined in the market, with no

stated location for any of them, or even whether

they were ever purchased, preserved and ar-

chived. It is not possible to know how many or

what specimens he saw. Thus we cannot assume

a holotype by monotypy (according to Article

73.1.2).

(5) Article 73.2.1.1 under “Syntypes” states

“When a nominal taxon is established after 1999,

only those specimens expressly indicated by the

author as those upon which the new taxon is

based …. are syntypes.”. Jaruthanin (2002) does

not expressly indicate syntypes.

The clear result of interpreting the ICZN

(1999), as given above, is to declare the name

Chitra burmanica Jaruthanin, 2002 a nomen

nudum, and thus unavailable. We consider

Chitra vandijki McCord & Pritchard, 2003 to be

the valid name for Myanmar Chitra.
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